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Should You Change Your Running Form?

By Thomas Michaud, DC

According to many running experts, making a few small changes in running form can improve speed and

efficiency, and reduce injury rates. Alberto Salazar is famous for changing everything from the tilt of a

runner’s pelvis to the position of their thumbs.1

From a biomechanical perspective, it makes sense that nearly every runner has some slight imperfection in

form that can detract from optimal performance. Think of the auto industry putting cars in wind tunnels and

blowing streams of smoke over the cars’ exteriors to identify design problems that could result in reduced

gas mileage. As related to running, identifying and correcting slight biomechanical glitches should

theoretically improve efficiency and increase speed.

Two Popular Running Techniques

Although there are dozens of running clinics, the most popular techniques for teaching running form are 

ChiRunning2  and the Pose Method.3  The ideal running form Chi and Pose recommend is very similar.

Both techniques strongly discourage making initial ground contact with your heel. Chi runners are taught to

strike the ground with the midfoot; while Pose runners are taught to make contact a little farther forward on

the ball of the foot.

Another key concept in Chi and Pose running is that you must strike the ground with your lead foot directly

beneath your pelvis. Chi and Pose advocates state that because this contact point shortens your stride, when

you want to run faster, you must increase your step frequency (i.e., cadence). Overstriding is to be avoided

at all costs. Both Chi and Pose say the ideal running cadence is approximately 180 steps per minute.

runners - Copyright â Stock Photo / Register Mark With more than 50 percent of runners injured each year,

the notion that a recreational runner could reduce the risk of injury while becoming faster and more efficient

is definitely appealing. The question is, do claims of improved efficiency and reduced injury rates have 

merit?
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In the past few years, several studies have evaluated Pose and Chi running. In 2004, the prestigious journal 

Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise published a paper in which 20 heel-toe runners were instructed

to run using the Pose technique.4  Biomechanical analysis revealed that compared to conventional heel-toe

running, Pose running resulted in shorter stride lengths and smaller vertical oscillations of the pelvis. Just as

Romanov suggested, Pose runners reduced the magnitude of the initial impact force and also reduced stress

on the knee. The only downside was the Pose runners had increased stress at the ankle.

The results of this study are similar to a more recent study comparing impact forces and movement

differences between conventional heel-strike runners and Chi runners.5  As with the Pose study, the Chi

runners had significant reductions in initial impact force and knee stress, but had to absorb more force with

the ankle.

Regardless of the added stress on the ankle, these two studies seem to confirm that Chi and Pose running do

what they say: reduce initial impact force and stress on the knee.

However, a problem with both of these studies is that the reduced impact forces and lessened knee strain

associated with Chi and Pose running most likely had nothing to do with the changes in running form and

everything to do with the fact that the Chi and Pose runners ran with shorter stride lengths. If the heel-strike

runners would have shortened their strides the same amount as the Chi and Pose runners, they more than

likely would have had the same reduction in impact forces, even if they were running with the worst running

form possible.

Impact Forces & Ground Contact

The reason stride length is so important is because impact forces are stride-length dependent: The shorter

you make your stride, the lower the initial impact force will be. In fact, researchers from the University of 

Wisconsin6  have shown that regardless of running form, runners who decrease their stride length while

increasing their cadence can maintain the same running speed while reducing impact forces by as much as

20 percent. Rather than spending years trying to master a specific running form, impact forces can be

dramatically reduced with a few simple changes in stride length and cadence.

Another common misconception regarding running form is that it is always better to make initial ground

contact with the mid- or forefoot. According to many running authorities, striking the ground with your heel

should be avoided at all costs. Contrary to popular belief, studies involving thousands of athletes show there
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is no difference in injury rates between runners making initial contact with the heel and those striking with a

more forward contact.7  Furthermore, the vast majority of recreational runners are more efficient when

striking the ground heel-first.

In a recent study evaluating efficiency while running at different speeds, researchers from Spain showed that

compared to mid- and forefoot strikers, slower recreational runners are almost 10 percent more efficient

when striking the ground with their heels.8  The benefits associated with heel striking continue until runners

reach the 6:25 minute-per-mile pace, after which heel and midfoot contact points are equally efficient. The

reduced efficiency associated with mid- and forefoot contact points while running at slow speeds explains

why Pose runners, despite having reduced impact forces, are considerably less efficient than conventional

heel-strike runners.9

Studies comparing impact forces associated with different contact points consistently show that the same

force is absorbed by your body whether you strike with your heel or forefoot – the force is just absorbed by

different joints. Runners who strike the ground with the forefoot absorb more force with their arches and

calves, while runners making initial contact with the heel absorb more force with their knees.

Force absorption at different locations explains the higher prevalence of Achilles and plantar fascia injuries

in mid- and forefoot strikers, and the higher prevalence of knee pain in heel strikers. This is the

biomechanical version of, "Nobody rides for free." If you’re a fast runner who has a tendency for knee pain,

you might want to consider gradually transitioning to run with a more forward contact. Conversely, runners

plagued by chronic Achilles injuries should run with a heel-first strike pattern in order to reduce the

potential for reinjury.

An alternate option for a runner with knee pain is that rather than striking the ground along the midfoot, you

should lean slightly forward at the hips during stance phase. Researchers from the University of Southern 

California10 suggest a slight forward lean while running transfers forces that would normally be absorbed

by the knee into the upper hamstrings and hip, with no added force being absorbed by the foot or ankle. The

authors point out that because distance runners rarely hurt their upper hamstrings, rather than increasing the

risk of an Achilles injury by transitioning to a midfoot contact point, a better approach would be to

incorporate a slight forward lean at the hips.
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Keep in mind that while making subtle changes in running form can reduce the potential for injury, the

majority of research suggests making even a slight change in the way you run will reduce overall efficiency.

Remember, although runners trained in the Pose style of running have significant reductions in impact

forces traveling through the knee, they become significantly less efficient.9  According to exercise

physiologist Tim Anderson,11 runners are able to critically evaluate the metabolic cost of every step while

running to develop a unique running style most efficient for them.

Even though changing running form almost always results in reduced efficiency, there are certain movement

patterns present in runners that greatly increase the risk of injury and should therefore be modified.

Excessive inward rotation of the hip during stance phase is especially problematic because it often results in

chronic retropatellar pain.

What We’ve Learned

In summary, the research on running form consistently shows that if your goal is to become fast and

efficient, be cautious about making significant changes in form because you intuitively pick the running

style that works best for them. The most effective way for advanced runners to improve form and efficiency

is to perform high-intensity plyometric drills designed to increase tendon resiliency. Improvements in

running form will naturally follow.

Conversely, if your goal is to avoid injury, the easiest way to do this is to reduce impact forces by

shortening the overall stride length while increasing cadence. Because the best predictor of future injury is

prior injury, your running style should accommodate prior injuries; e.g., runners with a tendency for knee

pain should consider making initial ground contact on their midfoot, while runners with a history of Achilles

injuries should strike the ground heel first. The bottom line is that excluding a few obvious examples, such

as excessive inward rotation of the knee and/or excessive frontal plane motion at the pelvis, the runner is

almost always the best judge at choosing the running form that is right for them.
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